SYNOPSIS Cold antibodies were found in 95 out of 112 cases active at 10°C. but in 86 of these the whole blood compatability test described in this paper was negative or very weakly positive. It is safe to transfuse blood incompatible with a cold antibody if the whole blood test is weak or negative.
SYNOPSIS Cold antibodies were found in 95 out of 112 cases active at 10°C. but in 86 of these the whole blood compatability test described in this paper was negative or very weakly positive. It is safe to transfuse blood incompatible with a cold antibody if the whole blood test is weak or negative.
All who have matched blood for patients who are to be operated upon under deep hypothermia must face the problem of cold antibodies. The direct match at room temperature and 37°C. may well be completely negative and yet at 10°C. there will be strong cold antibodies present giving macroscopic agglutination. Sometimes these will be iso-antibodies, notably anti-P1 or anti-H, and often they will be auto-antibodies. If they are iso-antibodies it may be possible to choose fully compatible blood, although this becomes impracticable, when for instance, AB Rh-negative P1-negative blood is needed in quantity. If they are auto-antibodies no selection is possible.
In this paper we have tried to answer three questions: (1) How larger panel of cells fully tested for the major blood group systems, and the control, using the patient's own prepapainized cells, was also included. If the latter autoReceived for publication 7 February 1966 control were positive, the serum was absorbed with the patient's pre-papainized cells and retested against the known panel.
INDIRECT COOMBS TEST AT 37'c. The sera were tested by the indirect Coombs test using 2 volumes of serum to 6 volumes of a 3 % suspension of red cells. The panel was chosen to include all major blood group antigens, with special attention to K and Fya.
COLD ANTIBODY TESTS One volume of serum to be tested was incubated with one volume of a 3 % suspension of standard cells at the lowest temperature likely to be reached in hypothermia. In the majority of cases this was 10°C. Where autoantibodies were found at 10°C., tests were again made at 15°C. and room temperature and it was then possible to show the additional presence of specific antibodies in cases where these had a higher temperature range than the autoantibody. Where a specific antibody was detected, it was tested by the saline technique for 37°C. activity. None was in fact found to be active at 37°C. (55 %) . In the main these were panagglutinins but in seven cases they were shown to be anti-I in specificity. Auto-antibodies often masked the presence of isoantibodies. We were able to demonstrate anti-H in 23, anti-P1 in four, anti-Al in one, and anti-Lewis in one (Table I) . We believe that similar iso-antibodies may have been present in some of the other cases having auto-antibodies as it was not possible by the techniques employed to identify weak isoantibodies in the presence of strong auto-antibodies.
In the 33 cases (29-5 %) in which no auto-antibody was detected at 10°C., we found anti-H in 14, anti-P1 in four, anti-Lewis in two, anti-Al in three, and one case had anti-H and anti-Pl. In eight cases the antibody was too weak to identify and in the one other case there was a strong unidentified cold antibody (Table I) . THE WHOLE BLOOD TEST Whole blood for the patient is made up using equal volumes of the patient's serum and packed washed cells. Citrated blood (in the proportion of 4 parts of blood to 1 of A.C.D. as in a blood transfusion standard bottle) of the appropriate group is used as the donor whole blood. The patient's whole blood and the donor whole blood are then run into 9 x 50 mm. tubes in the following proportions:
Patient's whole blood 9 8 7 6 5 Donor whole blood 1 2 3 4 5 A tube containing patient's whole blood and a tube containing donor whole blood are included in the test as controls.
The blood is left at the appropriate temperature (usually 10°C.) for two hours. Saline is cooled to the temperature of the test and is used to dilute the whole bloods on a microscope slide before reading microscopically.
The two main differences between this technique and the normal one are first the much greater proportion of cells to serum and secondly the dilution of the patient's plasma with donor plasma.
In a few cases in which we obtained a weak positive result in whole blood tests (some just before this series) the results we obtained were compared with a sample taken from the pump during hypothermia. In all but two cases the degree of agglutination was identical with that observed in the laboratory, i.e., weak agglutination: in the two exceptional cases there was no agglutination in the pump sample in spite of weakly positive results in the whole blood test.
RESULT OF WHOLE BLOOD TESTS AUTO-ANTIBODIES All but six cases gave completely negative results with their own cells by the whole blood technique. In the six cases there was only very weak agglutination which suggested that there could be little or no trouble due to auto-agglutination.
In cases where an iso-antibody also was present we did obtain stronger agglutination in 17 cases when tested with cells incompatible with the iso- anti-Al and four with anti-H. In a further two cases in which there was strong positive agglutination with the patient's own cells by the whole blood technique at 10°C., it was advised that the patient should not be cooled below 15°C. in one case and 18°C. in the other (the temperature at which auto whole blood tests were negative).
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